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NEC Display’s Introduces Quiet and Affordable 10,000 Lumen PA1004UL Laser
Projector
Presentation-oriented projector launches alongside NEC Display’s free to use virtual
Image Calculator and Projector Locator tool
CHICAGO – June 9, 2020 - NEC Display Solutions of America, a leading provider of
commercial display and projector solutions, today launched the brightest projector in its PA laser
projector series, the PA1004UL. This new projector offers quiet operation with a brilliant 10,000lumens of brightness. As an added bonus, the PA1004UL has backwards compatibility with
existing NEC lenses to make upgrading easy and cost effective.
The PA1004UL addresses the need for higher brightness in presentation areas that are well lit
or have a high amount of ambient light, such as a conference room with many windows. This
brightness, combined with WUXGA resolution, provides the clarity that presenters need to be
clearly understood.
In addition to the excellent image quality, the PA1004UL enhances the presentation experience
due to its nearly imperceptible 35 dB operating noise. This whisper-quiet operation is essential
to ensure students and colleagues are able to hear the teacher or presenter, and eliminates
distracting environmental elements that could detract from the presentation.
“This projector is really going to shine in places like boardrooms, classrooms, and large meeting
spaces,” said Rich McPherson, senior product manager at NEC Display. “The PA1004UL is
designed to deliver crystal clear imagery while blending into its environment. If it weren’t for the
picture on the screen, you would hardly know there’s a projector in the room.”
The PA1004UL provides a low total cost of ownership due to several factors. It features NEC
Display’s sealed LCD cooling system, keeping the element dust and filter free, meaning no filter
changes are necessary, and the laser engine means no bulbs to change. The total lifetime of
the unit can also be extended if the full 10,000-lumen brightness is not needed and the unit can
be adjusted down. Customers will save on installation costs as well. Backwards compatible lens

options offer a cost savings of up to $2,000 and connectivity options like HDBaseT repeater
make multi-projector installations a breeze.
To assist in consultation and installation for the PA1004UL and many other projector and lens
combinations, NEC Display has also launched its Image Calculator and Projector Locator tool.
This free and interactive tool allows users to input factors such as room size, throw distance,
screen size, and more to determine the best projector model, lens, and placement for their
specific application.
The NEC PA1004UL laser projector is available now at $17,499 MAP. For more information on
the projector and its features, visit www.necdisplay.com. For a lens compatibility chart, click
here. To use NEC Display’s new Image Calculator and Projector Locator to virtually test
projector installations, click here.
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